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Dear EPA,
Please see my responses below:

What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you
associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?
Beautiful, diverse marine life, high density of whales aggregating
in quiet bay, pristine wilderness setting, close proximity to town
and reef, the important connection of gulf with the reef and other
important sites for marine life to rest, breed and feed.
What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

I love to camp at the stations and also dive in the
bay and enjoy whale watching with sailing charters there
annually BECAUSE of the pristine environmental values of the
place. I reside mostly in Perth. This is worth the long drive to get
to because of these spiritual and environmental values. The gulf
and reef are a part of me.
What environmental pressures do you observe in and around
Exmouth Gulf?
Too many ships and shipping activity. Too much pollution and
boats. Clearing of land that is both destructive on the
environment as well as my spiritual connection to this part of the
country where I live. This is beginning to be soul-destroying to
watch. Development and industry does not belong here. 
What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth
Gulf affect you/your sector or business?
Heavy industrial footprint and clearing of vegetation spoil the
inherent and extrinsic values of the area as guests see the land
despoiled. They come to see it as a natural and pristine beauty.
They leave disturbed by the growing despoilment of the coastal
and marine environments. Guests are disappointed and left
feeling unhappy not, as I would hope, 

, calm and more relaxed /
happy/fulfilled. 
Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be
proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth
Gulf?
Salt mine, pipe bundle facility and increased shipping have been






